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Abstract
A comparative analysis of data management schemes for Distributed Memory MIMD
systems for applications which need a very large shared data space, is presented. Work
allocation, data distribution, fetching and allocation policies, as well as optimization
techniques for iterative computations, are discussed. Measurements for a case study,
the electron density averaging for the determination of the atomic structure of viruses
are analyzed. We argue that future MPPs should provide primitives to support user
controlled data management, rather than solutions, e.g., virtual memory or shared
memory.
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1

Introduction

Some of the applications generically labeled "Grand Challenge Problems" require a very
large data space. For example, the 3-D perspective rendering of a complete Venus map has
an input data space of about 240 Gbytes [Li 92]. The determination of the atomic structure
of a virus at high resolution, requires processing of 200 Mbytes of data or more [Mar 92].
The calculation of the hadron spectrum of QCD processes require a lattice with 2.10 6 points
[Kim 92]. Ab initio quantum mechanics calculations of the cross-section and of the rates of
chemical reactions require inversions and eigensolutions of dense symmetric real matrices of
104 x 104 elements [Kup 92], and so on.
Distributed memory MIMD systems, DMIMDs, are the supercomputers of choice for such
applications, they provide an aggregate peak rate of tens of GHops, and main memory of
tens of Gbytes. A tenfold increase in the peak rate and the memory size is expected within
a year.
Yet, DMIMD systems are difficult to program and it is even more difficult to make an
application program run efficiently on such systems. Very few applications are able to run at
more than 20% of the peak rate of such systems. The message passing programming model,
the primitive programming environment, and the lack of monitoring tools are responsible
for the difficulties in programming such systems. But the main difficulties are related to the
data partitioning and work allocation policies for DMIMD systems.
The common wisdom is to partition the data and implicitly the computations prior to
computing, using special tools, then to specify at compile time the data owned by each PE
and provide adequate mechanisms for data sharing.
Herein, a class of problems which require a shared data space, is considered. The common trait of these problems is that the computation carried out by a Processing Element,
PE, requires access to data scattered through the entire data space. The data management
is responsible for the dynamic data distribution and work allocation. Mechanisms for implementing a shared virtual memory are discussed in [Gil 89], [Li 89], [Stu 90]. A comparative
analysis of different data management techniques to fold a large data space into a smaller
data storage available in each node of a DMIMD system, and to distribute the work evenly
to all PEs of a partition, are presented. Some of the terminology from virtual memory management (e.g., working set, fault, etc.), is extended to describe the interaction between data
allocation and work distribution in a DMIMD system.
Section 2 introduces the basic concepts pertinent to data management, the data allocation, the work allocation unit, and the working set of a work allocation unit. Then it
presents policies for work allocation, data replacement, and data fetching. Section 3 covers a
comparative analysis of data management schemes. A special emphasis is placed upon opti3

mization techniques for iterative computations. A case study is discussed in detail in Section
4, namely the electron density averaging for the determination of the atomic structure of
VIruses.

2
2.1

Definitions and Basic Concepts
Data space

The data space is the set of all data necessary for the parallel computations. We are
primarily concerned with computations related to physical objects. The data space consists
of the physical and geometrical information associated with a set of grid points. When the
physical object has a regular shape and it is covered by a uniform mesh, then geometrical
information may be implicit. For example, the data space may be viewed as a linear structure
consisting of Ny records, one for each grid point. The coordinates of the i-th grid point Xi =
(xLxf, ... ,xn may be easily computable as xi = fj(i,X1, ... ,Xq ) where Xl, X 2 , ... ,Xq
define the geometry of the object.
If the physical shape is not regular, but the mesh is uniform, then the object may be
circumscribed by a regular volume in the space with q dimensions and an indicator will
show if the grid point belongs to the original object or not. In these cases, the geometrical
information can be omitted, saving precious data space.
Another data compression strategy can be applied to objects which exhibit some symmetry. If an object consists of several replicas of a basic unit, the data space might contain
only information related to the basic unit. Anytime information about a grid point outside
the basic unit is needed, the data management has to map that particular grid point into
the basic unit.
If g is the amount of information associated with one grid point, and Ny the total number
of grid points, then the size of the data space is

D

2.2

= g x Ny.

Data allocation unit

The data allocation unit, DAU, is the smallest subset of the data space that is manipulated,
read or written by a PE. A DAU might consist of the information associated with one or
more grid points. In general, it is advantageous to group together a number of neighbor grid
points into a DAU to reduce the overhead of storage management.
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The number of grid points and the geometry of a DAU are critical factors for the performance of a parallel computation. For example, if the data space consists of a 3-D mesh,
then to perform 2-D FFTs in x - z planes, one may choose such planes as DAUs. If the
computation involves averaging among neighboring grid points, a 3-D volume may be more
appropriate.
If SOAU is the size of a DAU which consists of nOAU grid points, then
SOAU

= 9 . nOAU

with 9 the amount of data associated with each grid point.
The number of DAUs in the data space is called NOAU and it is given by
N OAU

2.3

D

= -OAU
S.

Work allocation unit

The class of computations discussed herein require that a certain amount of calculation
be carried out for every grid point. These calculations might be identical for all grid points
(the homogeneous case) or may be different (the non-homogeneous case).
A parallel algorithm attempts to distribute the entire work among P processing elements.
To distribute individually the work associated with every grid point, requires a considerable
overhead and may lead to a very inefficient computation. Therefore groups of grid points
are associated into work allocation units, WAUs, which becomes the dispatchable unit of work.
To reduce the amount of bookkeeping, it makes sense to define the WAU, as the computation
associated with a data allocation unit.
For a homogeneous computation, the amount of work associated with a DAU Di consisting
of ni grid points, is
Wi = k'ni
with k' a constant reflecting the average amount of computation per grid point. The corresponding processing time, for D i is
Ti = kni
where k is a constant representing the average computing time per grid point.

2.4

Working set of WAU

To carry out the computation required by a work allocation unit, a PE needs access to a
subset of the entire data space. Let W Si denote the number of DAUs in the set needed for
5

processing D i • Then
represents the working set of Di.

2.5

Data Storage

The memory available in each node for storing data is called the data storage. If M denotes
the amount of memory available for a user's program and data in one node, and Sp the size
of the program and private data in that node (see Figure 1), then the size of the data storage
IS

C = M -Sp.
The data storage is viewed as a collection of DAU frames. A DAU frame is the data storage
memory necessary for storing a data allocation unit, consisting of SOAU bytes. The number
of DAU frames in the data storage is called N F and is given by

C

NF=--.
SOAU

In general, one can dedicate a fraction of all available frames for storing data necessary for
the WAU, call this NF,w and use the remaining frames as permanent repository of a subset of
the data space, NF,P. In this case

2.6

The memory hierarchy

For most of the problems of interest, the data space is considerably larger than the data
storage available in each node. A large file typically residing on a concurrent disk file system
- DF S -, contains a copy of the data space. The file system allows all PEs concurrent access
to a DAU.
The data management alternative which consists of a two level storage, the D F S file and
the data storage, is called in the following D F S, Disk File System.
To reduce the time needed to access a DAU missing from the local data storage, a three
level storage hierarchy is possible. The data space can be distributed either evenly, or
according to some other strategy among all nodes, and this data management alternative is
called DAN (Data Across Nodes). In this case, the memory hierarchy consists of the DFS,
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the static data storage allocated for storing permanently a fraction of the data space, and
the dynamic data storage used to hold the working set of a WAU.
An alternative is to have a number of dedicated nodes which act as Data Servers, therefore
the name DB for this alternative. In the DAN case, each node allocates at the beginning of
the computation, a fraction of its data storage for storing a fraction of the data space. Call
Cstatic the size of the static data storage used as a repository of the data space, and Cdynamic
the amount of data storage available for the working set of a DAU. If the number of PEs is P
and each has a data storage of C bytes, then
Cdynamic

= C-

Cstatic,

and

D

Cstatic

~ P'

In the DB case, the set of PEs is split into two subsets
P

= Pc + PDS

with Pc processing elements which are computing, and PDS , dedicated data servers.
Call CDS the size of the data storage available on a data server. Because the data servers
do not perform any computations, in general
CDS»

C.

If the size of the data space is D, then the number of data servers PDS should satisfy the
condition
D

PDS ~-C .
DS

For example if D = 60 Mbytes and CDS = 15 Mbytes, at least 4 data servers are needed.
The memory map for a node is shown in Figure 1.

2.7

Locality of reference

An effective data management scheme requires that
(a) The working set of a WAU should be considerably smaller than the data space size.
(b) There should be a substantial overlapping between the working sets of two WAUs processed sequentially by a PE.
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A parallel computation which satisfies the previous two conditions, is said to exhibit a good
locality of reference.

The locality of reference is a property of the parallel algorithm; it depends upon the data
mapping strategy (what DAUs are stored in each node), and upon the dispatching of work
(the decision of what WAUs are processed by each node).

User's program
and private data
Static
data storage

M

(N

c

F,P

c statlc.

frames)

Dynamic
data storage

Cynanuc
d'

(N F,W frames)
Figure 1. The node memory map. Cstatic = 0 for the D F S scheme. Cstatic > 0 and
Cdynamic > 0 for the DAN scheme. Cstatic = 0 for the computational nodes and Cdynamic = 0
for the data server nodes in a DS scheme. Cstatic + Cdynamic = C in all cases.

2.8

DAU fault

Any time the parallel algorithm requires access to the data record associated with a grid
point with coordinates (XI, X2, •.• , x q ) and the DAU containing the data is not available in
the data storage of the PE, a DA U fault occurs. The data management has to
(a) Identify a frame to store the new DAU and create an entry in a table to allow access to
the DAU.
(b) Locate the DAU, fetch it, and store it in the previously found frame.

8

2.9

Data fetching policy

The data fetching policy determines when the DAUs are brought into the data storage of
a PE. Two strategies are possible, "on demand" and "anticipatory". The first one brings
into the data storage, the needed DAU. The second one attempts to fetch a DAU before it is
actually needed.

2.10

Data replacement policy

The data storage consists of N p frames, while the data space contains a much larger
number, NDAU of DAUs. Therefore the DAU frames need to be reused. The data replacement
policy is used to decide what frame should a new DAU be assigned to when all frames are in
use.

2.11

Work allocation policy

The work allocation policy is responsible for assigning WAUs to be processed by individual
PEs of a partition. A good work allocation policy should attempt to attain two objectives:
(a) Lead to a load balanced work allocation.
(b) Minimize the number of DAU faults per PE.
Balancing the load in case of homogeneous computations seems fairly straightforward.
The strategy is to divide the number NDAU of WAUs as evenly as possible amongst the P
processing elements.
To satisfy objective (b), if is necessary, to determine a "minimum fault path" through
the set of DAUs. An algorithm which satisfies (a) and (b) when the working set of all WAUs
are known is

Ini tialization
k = I, i = 0, DAU_count = 0, N pTOC =
Set A to be the set of all DAUs.

NIJ,AU •

Step 1
Assign DAUi to PEk and remove it from A.
Increment DAU_count.
If DAU_count :::; N pTOC continue. Else go to Step 2.
Select from A the DAUj such that
9

W(DAUi)
Set i

=j

n W(DAUj)

is maximum.

and repeat Step 1.

Step 2
Increment k. If k~ P continue. Else stop.
Set i to the index of the first DAU in A.
Go to Step 1.
The work allocation policy for non-homogeneous computations is only slightly more complicated. The condition: "If DAU_count ~ N proc continue. Else go to Step 2", is replaced by
a condition which measures the actual number of grid points in all DAU allocated to PEk,
weighted by the actual amount of work associated with a grid point.

3
3.1

A Comparative Analysis of Data Management Schemes
Two versus three level memory hierarchies

The first level of any memory hierarchy is supported by the file system which provides
concurrent access to a file from all the PEs of a DMIMD system.
The typical I/O architecture of such systems consists of I/O nodes accessible from any
other node via an interconnection network. At the time when this research is reported,
the I/O traffic competes with the traffic due to inter-node communication. There are no
dedicated I/O networks. The I/O nodes are considered a special type of PEs, whose function
is to provide access to I/O devices (disks, networks, tapes) connected to them.
The file system available today on DMIMDs (Intel's CFS or Thinking Machines' DataVault), distribute a file across I/O devices connected to the same I/O node and among I/O
nodes. For example, if a system has 12 I/O nodes and each I/O node has 4 disks connected
to it, then 48 = 4 x 12 data blocks may be accessed simultaneously.
The access time per block of data t~tsk stored by the Disk File System is

with
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t~~sk

the time spent by the node requesting the data to process and to send the
request, then to process the response.

t~~:

the communication time, including all queueing delays for both the request
and the response.

t~~8k

the request processing and queueing time at the I/O node.

t disk
da

the time for the disk access at the I/O node.

As the architecture of DMIMD systems matures, one could expect a significant decrease in
the access time per block, due to architectural advances (e.g., the addition of I/O networks
to reduce the communication time), to better I/O handling (e.g., data caching in the I/O
node to better deal with hot spot contention - the case of several nodes accessing the same
block of data), and to technological advances.
Clearly, the aspect ratio, the ratio of the total number of computational nodes to the
number of I/O nodes, is critical for the I/O performance of a DMIMD system. The larger is
the number of I/O nodes for a given number of computational nodes, the better is the I/O
performance, and the larger is the number of data blocks that can be accessed simultaneously,
therefore the lower is the average time for a disk access.

3.2

The effect of the DAU faults upon the processing time of a
work allocation unit

A two level memory hierarchy folds a data space consisting of NDAU data allocation units
into N F frames available in the node memory. To accomplish this folding, every time a new
DAU is brought into the data storage, a certain overhead to find a frame to store the DAU
occurs. Then, every time the information associated with a grid point is needed, a mapping
takes place to locate the proper entry in the frame allocated to the DAU where the information
is stored.
Call
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the average time needed to map a grid point - to find where the information
associated with it is stored in the local data storage.
the access time per DAU. If the DAU is stored on a disk, tab

= t~i8k.

the average time to locate an available frame and other overhead associated
with a DAU fault.
p

the average number of grid points required for processing a single grid point
in the DAUi. Recall that DAUi consists of ni grid points.

nj

the number of grid points in DAUj.
the processing time of DAUj when the entire data space fits into the data
storage and no mapping is necessary.

Ti

the processing time of DAUj when the entire working set of it is present in
the data storage.
the processing time of DAUi when nf faults occur.
Then
and
or

3.3

The overhead associated with a three level memory hierarchy

Consider a three level memory hierarchy with the data space distributed across nodes.
Call dp the number of DAUs stored permanently by each PE. If each node dedicates the same
amount of data storage for storing permanently DAUs, then

d _

NDAU

p-
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P

when the number of PEs allocated to the computation is P.
If Njaults is the total number of DAU faults, then each PE has to respond in average to
v = N 1plt' requests for DAUs. In general

Call t~;de the time needed to process a request for a DAU. Then

with

t;ode
t~~~~

= the actual processing time for a DAU,
= the total queueing and/or waiting time for processing the request.

The actual processing time of any PE will increase by an amount equal to

' = v· tnode
Textra
p
,
because each PE has to deliver v DAUs in addition to the computation done locally.
There is an additional overhead associated with a three level memory hierarchy. The
entire data space consisting of NOAu data allocation units, has to be stored in the data
storage. In case of an equal distribution of DAUs among the P PEs, the time needed to get
the dp DAUs in each node will be
il
d
T extra
= p'

r,-OAU
disk

with T81tk the average access time per DAU.
lt follows that a DAN data management scheme leads to an increase of the processing
time per node with an amount equal by

The two most important ways to reduce the processing time per WAU are
(a) Reduce the access time per DAU,

tab.

(b) Reduce the number nf of faults.
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A three level memory hierarchy attempts to reduce the access time per DAU by keeping
the entire data space in the PE's memory. In this case, the access time per (DAU) is
tnode
ab

=

tnode
rr

+ t node
+ t node
com
pq

with
node
t rr

the time spent by the PE which needs data to send the request and to
process the response.

node
t com

the communication time per block of data stored by the Disk File System, including all queueing delays for both the request and the response,
for a three level memory hierarchy

disk
In general t node
<< t ab
ab
•
Two versions of the three level memory hierarchy are considered.
In the DAN approach the data storage of every node has NF,P frames dedicated to
storing permanently a subset of the data space. If N F,W is the number of frames for storing
the DAUs in the working set (NF,w = N F - NF,P), then this solution is acceptable when the
number of available frames is larger than the size of working set of a WAU,

In general reducing the number of available frames leads to an increase in the number of DAU
faults.
In the DS approach, the number of frames available in each node is the same as in the
DF S scheme, yet a number of PEs are no longer carrying out computation, but only serve
as repositories of the data space.

3.4

Polling/Interrupts in three level memory hierarchies

A three level memory hierarchy stores permanently the DAUs in the static data storage
of some PE. To retrieve DAUi, PEj has to have a simple way to locate where DAUi is stored
permanently, say in the data storage of PE k and then retrieve it from there.
An interrupt scheme suspends the computation done by P E k , the request for the DAU is
processed, and then the computation is resumed.
In a polling scheme, the processing done by P E k requires that periodically, a queue of
messages be examined. If a message is present in the queue, P E k responds and then continues
its computation.
14

The request processing time may be substantial due to long waiting time, as shown in
Section 3.3.

3.5

Data replication in three level memory hierarchies

A strategy which attempts to reduce the communication time is data replication. In this
case the P processing elements are divided into G groups each with PIG PEs. If Cstatic is
the size of the static data storage, the entire data space should be available for each group,
therefore this solution is feasible only for the case when the data space is of modest size:

P
D :5 G . Cstatic'
A group can be mapped into a partition of the system (e.g., a sub-mesh or a sub-cube) to
keep all the members of the group clustered together. This reduces the communication time.
All communication is local, the diameter of each sub-network connecting the members of a
group is kept small and the contention for the communication links is reduced.

3.6

Optimization techniques for iterative computations

The total number of DAU faults, and hence the total execution time, can be minimized by
gathering information about the working sets, and about the intersections of working sets
corresponding to consecutively processed DAUs.
In certain iterative computations, the working set of every DAU remains the same from
one iteration to the next one. The replacement algorithm may exploit this fact. During the
first iteration, a record is created of all the working sets of the DAUs, in which W(D i ), for i
from 1 to N OAU , is represented by a vector of size NOAU, containing exactly W Si 1's (which
correspond to the DAUs in the working set), and O's in the rest. Figure 2 depicts the working
set vectors for the N OAU work allocation units. The elements of these column vectors are:

b.. _ { 1 if DAUi is in the working set of DAUj
'3 0, otherwise

15

1

2

N OAU

Figure 2. The working set vectors of all DAUs.
As not all the DAUs are processed by the same PE (safe the case in which the processing
is done by only one node), only a subset of the working set vectors has to be known by each
PE. These subsets are disjoint, and their union is {W(Dt}, W(D 2 ), ••• , W(D NoAU )}'
Assume that P Ek (1 ::::; k ::::; P), processes the DAUs from DAUik to DAUik+l-b with i o = 1
and i p = NoAu + 1. Figure 3 depicts these working sets.
Zk

ik

+1

ik +1

-

1

1

b1 ,ik

b1 ,ik+ 1

b1 ,ik+l- 1

2

b2 ,i k

b2 ,ik+l

b2 ,ik+l- 1

Figure 3. Representation of the working sets of the DAUs processed by P EK (DAUi k.....
DAUik+l -1)'
The replacement algorithm was modified to use in the second and subsequent iterations,
the information gathered about DAU faults in the first iteration. The strategy is to replace,
16

when necessary, a DAU not needed for processing the current and the subsequent DAUs on
this PE; if this is not possible, replace one which is not used in the processing of the current
DAU, even if it will be used for a subsequent DAU, but try to 'push' the moment when it will
be needed as far as possible in time. A measure which allows the implementation of this
idea, can be obtained by associating binary numbers with the rows in Figure 3. A 'perfect'
measure will use all the available bits: ik+l - i k bits for DAUik; ik+l - i k - 1 for DAUik+b a.s.o.
(only one bit for DAUik+l-d. For example, when processing DAUik+b the DAUs j and f will
have associated with them the binary numbers Sj,ik+l and Sl,ik+l:

and
Sl,ik+ 1

= bt,ik+l ••• bl ,ik+l- 1 = bl,ik+l . 2ik+l-ik-2 + ... + bl ,ik+l- 1 • 2°

The algorithm will choose for replacement the DAUm with a minimum value of sm,ik+ 1 '
Assuming for example, that we have to choose between DAUj and DAUl above, and that
DAUj is used only in the processing of the current DAU, while DAUl is used only for all the
subsequent DAUs, then
and
Sl,ik+l

= 011 ... IB = 2ik+l-ik-2 -

1.

Since Sj,ik+l > Sl,ik+ll the algorithm will replace DAUl, which makes sense, since it is not
needed right now, while DAUj is.
Using all the available bits proves to be inefficient in practice. The reason is that the
intersection of the working sets of two consecutively processed DAUs represents a considerable fraction of them, while for 3, 4 or more consecutive working sets, their intersection is
considerably smaller.
Assume that d bits are used, and call this number the degree of the lookahead.
Then, when processing DAUm , (where i k ~ m ~ ik+I - d), the binary number associated
with DAUn (where 1 ~ n ~ NDAU), is:
Sn,m

=

bn,m .

d 1
-

2

+ bn,m+I . 2 d- 2 + ... + bn,m+d-l.

For the last d - 1 DAUs processed, the number of bits used for the lookahead decreases
gradually from d -1 to 1. The replacement algorithm will choose, among the DAUs currently
in memory, the one with a minimum value of Sn,m (for example, if d = 2, then the possible
values of Sn,m are 0, 1, 2 or 3). The DAU being replaced is the one which would have been used
17

least and 'farthest' in time. Choosing the minimum may be a time consuming operation,
and a convenient data structure, as a minimum heap, is recommended for storing the values
of s",m (these are the values used by the lookahead mechanism, and not bn,mi we only have
8 n,m = b.. ,m when the 'degree' of lookahead is d = 1). This allows extracting the minimum
in constant time, and rearranging the heap in log N F time (recall that there are only N p
DAU frames, and that N p < N DAU for the problems under study).

4

A Case Study. Electron Density Averaging for the
Determination of the Atomic Structure of Viruses

4.1

Introduction

The electron density averaging is used for the phase refinement in the study of the structure of macromolecules like viruses, which have a very large number of atoms. Reference
[Ma 92] describes in detail a parallel approach to electron density averaging, which is a
computationally intensive task.

4.2

The model of the computation

Consider a 3-D grid G with Ng = n:z:

X

n y x n:; nodes and a collection of objects

Each object ai E A consists of geometric location information 'Yi = (Xi, Yi, Zi) and physical
information {p!l), ... , P~q)} associated with grid point Qi of G. The geometric information
consists of the coordinates of the node.
The discussion is restricted to the case where the physical information has only two
components (Pi, pd and where Pi = p!l) is a binary indicator which partitions A into two
disjoint subsets, A = B U C as follows
ai E B iff Pi

#- 0,

and ai E C iff Pi = O.

The model includes a group of m transformations,

each of which transforms the space into itself. The set B consists of many physical copies of
the same object, but these objects are irregularly distributed and oriented. Thus, the physical
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quantities to be determined (the Pi) are measured at many different places in the grid. A
transformation maps a copy of the object onto another. Or, it uses known symmetry of the
objects to map one part of an object onto a corresponding part. Once these correspondences
are known from the map S, one can average the multiple measures of the same quantities to
obtain more accurate estimates of their values.
In more mathematical terms, every Sj E S, associates with each ai E A a set

of elements of ai,k E A. Recall that ai,k = (!-'i,k, pi,k)' Here, nj is the number of nodes
mapped into the ith node by the jth transformation. This number is nearly a constant
which is denoted by n. Call

and denote by IS(ai)1 the cardinality of S(ai). The associations produced by S are such that
when ai E H then IS(aj)1 = n x m and when aj E C then IS(aj)1 = 1.
Given A and S, consider a computation C which transforms A into A' = C(A). for
everyai E A, C first determines S(ai) and then computes p~, an improved value of Pj. The
transformation of aj = (!-'i, Pi), ai E A into ai = (!-'i, pi), ai E A' preserves the membership
of ai, namely, if ai E H then ai E H' and if aj E C then ai E C /.
The time and space complexity to compute pi for each ai is O(IS(ai)l). It follows that the
time and space complexities of the computation C for different grid points are very different,
namely
O(n x m) if ai E H, and 0(1) if aj E C.
The time and space complexity for the entire computation C is O(Ng ), where N g is the
number of the grid points.
In typical problems of electron density averaging in viruses, values of interest are N g ~
109 , m ~ 102, n ~ 10, IHI/Ng ~ 0.5.

4.3

Data management for the electron density averaging

The data space consisting of n x x n y x n z grid points is partitioned into N B small 3-D
volumes called bricks. Each DAU (brick) is a parallelipiped with dimensions bx , by and bz •
The amount of information associated with every grid point is 9 = 2 bytes. The geometric
information is implicit and the physical information is compressed into two bytes. It contains
a 10 bit electron density and a 6 bit mask.
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The total number of bricks is
with
NY

-

~

b!I '

NZ

!!L
bz

The size of a brick is

4.4

The measurements

The measurements reported in this section were performed in the period May - September
1992, using the iPSC/860 hypercube at Purdue (a system with 16 computational nodes, each
with 16 Mbytes of memory and with one I/O node), the Gamma system at Caltech (a 64
node iPSC/860 with 16 Mbytes memory/node and 6 I/O nodes) and the Delta system at
Caltech (16 x 32 2-D mesh).
The calculation of the average electron density for three problems, called in the following,
problems A, Band C, is used to compare different data management strategies. The three
problems differ in the size of the grid, the non-crystallographic redundancy [Mar 92], and the
ratio of the number of points in the protein and of the number of points outside the protein.
As shown in §4.2, the larger is the number m of transformations, the larger is the number
of grid points which are averaged. The non-crystallographic redundancy gives precisely this
number of points to be averaged for every grid point. The number of grid points within the
protein determines the total computing time because the averaging is done only for points
within the protein - the electron density for points outside the protein is simply flattened,
assigned a constant value. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the three problems
mentioned above.
Problem B has only slightly less grid points than Problem A, yet it has a much smaller
number of bricks, because the aspect ratio of the grid leads to fewer bricks partially filled.
Yet, the computing time for Problem B is typically 25 to 30% larger than the one for Problem
A, because Problem B has 21 % more grid points within the protein.
Problem C has even fewer numbers of grid points, yet the non-crystallographic redundancy is twice that for Problem B. The execution time for Problem C is 30% larger than
that of Problem B. The execution time of Problem C is almost twice that of Problem A.
Problem C has about the same number of grid points in the protein as Problem A, but the
non-crystallographic redundancy is twice as large.
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Grid
dimensions

Noncrystallographic
redundancy

(m)
Problem A
Problem B
Problem C

130 x 130 x 400
190 x 190 x 190
308 x 75 x 264

60
60
120

Number of grid
points within and
outside the protein
OUT
IN
3,983,888 2,897,673
5,087,462 1,771,538
3,980,614 2,242,646

Number of
bricks

2,808
1,728
1,700

Table 1: The three problems used for the measurements reported in this section.
We define the problem size factor as

_ m x Ng,B
1- 60 X 106
where m is the non-crystallographic redundancy, and Ng,B is the number of grid points within
the protein (that is, in the set of computationally intensive points, B). In these terms, the
size factors for the three problems under study are:

IA
IB Ie

3.98
5.09
7.96

I"V

I"V

I"V

4
5.1
8

A word of caution, the execution time of a program using a partition of a larger distributed
memory MIMD system, is generally affected by other programs active in the system at the
same time. For this reason, the actual execution time is only used to determine trends, to
evaluate whether a certain implementation option leads to better performance.

4.5

A comparison of the three basic data management schemes

Table 2 summarizes the execution time of Problem C for the three data management
schemes, DFS, DAN and DS with different numbers of servers. The data shows that the
DAN scheme performs significantly better than DFS and DS. For example, for the 64 PE
case, it is 34% faster than DFS and 5% better then 2-DS scheme.
Based upon these results, we conclude that the DAN scheme is better than DF Sand
the DS approach, and we have only attempted to optimize the DAN scheme.
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System
(network)
Gamma
(hypercube)

Delta
(mesh)

Number of
nodes
16
32
64
8 X 8 = 64
8 x 16 = 128
16 x 8 = 128
16 x 16 = 256
16 x 32 = 512

DFB

3,700
2,049
1,393
575
575
509
666

DB

DAN

3,499
1,782
1,034
877
460
460
273

2
3,929
1,960
1,089

4
4,550
2,047
1,116

6
5,441
2,182
1,123

502
499
303

935

8

960

Table 2: The execution time for the three data management schemes.
To understand the differences among the three execution modes, Table 3 shows that in
the case of the DAN scheme, typically 95% or more of the elapsed time is spent by each
node for computations, as opposed to only 60% for the DFB. For example, the profile of
one of the nodes when running Problem C on a 16 node partition of the Gamma is
3,332.91
Elapsed time
3,236.21
Computation time
Node communication
7.25
0.40
I/O
System Calls
0.54
Flick
88.52
The profile of a computational node in case of the DB approach is similar to that in the
DAN case.
The DAN scheme leads to an increase in the number of brick faults. For example, Table
4 presents the minimum, the maximum and the average number of brick faults per node for
the case when the data storage size is 11 Mbytes for Problem C, for both the DFB and the
DAN schemes.
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Mod/Node

DFS
DAN

Percent of the elapsed
time for computing
1
2
3
0
59.60 65.52 61.59 59.10
96.00 97.11 94.64 97.58

Percent of the elapsed
time for I/O
1
2
0
3
24.22 24.65 17.57 24.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Table 3: The execution profile for the DF S and DAN modes. In addition to computing
time and I/O time, the monitoring tool (PAT) reports the time for node communication,
system calls and wait time.

#

DFS

of Nodes
16
32
64

mm
4,794
1,849
1,406

max
10,196
6,232
3,814

DAN
average
7,459
4,237
2,590

mm
6,033
3,142
1,625

Table 4: Number of brick faults.
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max
10,648
5,972
3,815

average
8,419
4,678
2,825

Case

bx
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

8
8
8
16
32
16
32
8
32
32

Brick size
by bz # of grid
point
8
8
512
1,024
8 16
16 16
2,048
16 16
4,096
16
4,096
8
32
8
4,096
8 16
4,096
32 16
4,096
16 16
8,192
32 16
16,368

Relative
brick
volume
1/8
1/4
1/2
1
1
1
1
1
2
4

Execution
time
(seconds)
1,731
1,728
1,733
1,750
1,769
1,769
1,782
1,746
1,833
2,680

Number of
brick
faults
16,343
9,688
7.670
4,678
8,497
6,275
6,961
4,406
4,128
22,526

Table 5: The effect of the brick size.

4.6

The effect of the brick size

a

All the measurements reported above use brick with 16 X 16 X 16 = 4096 grid points,
B = 8192 bytes. The results of measurements to study the effect of the brick size upon
the execution time are presented in Table 5 for Problem C running on 32 nodes on the
Gamma system with a replication factor of 4, and with 11 Mbytes of data storage. The data
replacement algorithm updates the frame table after processing all the grid points in a brick,
with the exception of the last two measurements where the updating is done after processing
512 and 32 grid points respectively.
The results presented in Table 5 show that the aspect ratio of a brick has a significant
effect upon the number of brick faults, but has little effect upon the execution time, because
the processing time for a brick fault is rather small for the DAN scheme. For example, a
32 X 16 x 8 brick leads to an almost double number of brick faults as the 16 x 16 x 16 brick,
yet the execution time is almost identical. (Cases 4 and 5 in Table 5.)
Decreasing the volume of a brick to about 1/8 decreases only slightly the execution time
(compared with the standard brick size of 16 x 16 x 16 grid points), but increasing the volume
of a brick by a factor of 4 increases drastically the execution time. In all cases, the amount
of storage needed is 2 bytes/grid point.
All the measurements reported in the following sections use a brick size of 16 x 16 x 16.
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Type of
system
Hypercube
(Gamma)

Mesh
(Delta)

Number of
nodes
8
16
32
64
8 x 8 = 64
16 x 4 = 64
8 x 16 = 128
16 x 8 = 128
16 x 16 = 256

Execution time (seconds)
Prob A Prob B Prob C
2,708
1,234
725
503
370
378
199
198
167

4,135
2,126
1,222
757
616
612
315
307
309

6,420
3,276
1,926
1,115
973
976
475
478
306

Relative Speedup S8,k
Prob A Prob B Prob C
1.00
2.19
3.73
5.38
7.31
7.96
13.60
13.67
16.21

1.00
1.94
3.38
5.46
6.71
6.75
13.12
13.46
13.38

1.00
1.95
3.33
5.75
6.59
6.57
13.51
13.43
20.98

Table 6: The execution times and the relative speedups for Problems A, Band C for the
DAN execution mode.

4.7

The relative speedup

Table 6 presents the execution time and the relative speedup for Problems A, Band C,
running in DAN mode and with a brick size of 16 x 16 x 16. The relative speedup [Mar 92]
is a measure of the performance of a parallel computation. 8 p,Q = ~, with Tp the execution
time with P processing elements and TQ the one with Q > P PEs. For example, for Problem
C, 8 8 ,256 = 20.98 (T8 = 6420 seconds and T256 = 306 seconds). The largest possible speedup
over that range is 2~6 = 32. The results are fairly consistent with two notable exceptions,
namely Problem A (16 nodes) and Problem B (256 nodes).
One conclusion is that electron density averaging scales very well in the 8 to 128 PE range.
A speedup of about 13.5 with 128 nodes is very respectable, about 84% of the maximum
speedup over this range (16) and is obtained for all problems on a mesh.
The results presented in Table 6 show that for electron density averaging, the Delta is
14% to 35% faster than Gamma. The different communication speeds, routing and I/O
configurations are probably responsible for this.
Another observation from these results is that the aspect ratio of the mesh does not have
a significant impact upon the execution time - running on an 8 x 16 or 16 x 8 mesh does
not affect the performance.

4.8

Polling versus interrupts

The results depend upon the overhead associated with the processing of an interrupt. The
polling cycle is critical. Infrequent polling leads to an increase of about 20% of the execution
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Group
SIze
8
16
32
64

Execution time with
interrupts (seconds)
1035
993
993
984

Execution time with polling in seconds
Least frequent Most frequent Optimal
1195
1022
1022
1201
1046
1021
1191
1024
1013
1206
1034
1016

Table 7: The least frequent polling is done after processing 16 grid points. The most frequent
one is done 4 times during the processing of a single grid point.
time. Polling too frequently can also increase the execution time. The optimal polling cycle
depends upon the group size. The measurements reported in Table 7 were carried on the 64
node Gamma, using a size of the data storage of C = 11 Mbytes. The relationship between
the average number of brick faults and the execution time is also revealed by the results
in Table 7. Doubling the number of brick faults increases the execution time by 5% only.
A tenfold increase increase of the number of brick faults (from 12,000 to about 120,000)
increases the execution time by about 30%. This shows that the DAN mode is fairly robust
to the increase in the number of brick faults.

4.9

The impact of the amount of memory available for the data
storage

The problems discussed herein are memory-bound. Any data management scheme has to
fold a large data space into a considerably smaller data memory available in each PE. The
smaller is the amount of memory available in each node, the larger is the number of brick
faults and the execution time. The degradation of performance is rather drastic when the
amount of memory available falls below a certain threshold, which is problem dependent.
Table 8 shows the effect of the data memory size upon the execution time and upon the
number of brick faults for Problem C, running on the 32 nodes of the Gamma system with
a replication factor of 2.

4.10

The effect of the data replication

Data replication, which applies for the DAN scheme, consists of dividing the P processing
elements into R groups, each of ~ elements. Each group has its own copy of the data space.
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Data
Storage
(Mbyte)
9
8
7
6
5

Execution
time
(Seconds)
1,738
1,789
2,879
8,787
22, 262

Average number of
brick faults
per node
6,713
12,697
116,997
692,150
2,160,386

Table 8: The effect of the amount of data memory upon the execution time.
Memory
Replication
factor
1
2
4

9 Mbytes
Execution Brick
faults
time
1,748
6,486
1,739
6,713
1,742
7,430

8 Mbytes
Execution Brick
time
faults
1,767
9,223
12,697
1,784
41,364
2,306

7 Mbytes
Execution
Brick
time
faults
2,197
61,467
2,869
116,997
6,181
370,625

Table 9: The effect of the replication factor. The data are for Problem C, executed on a
32-node subcube of a iPSCj860 64-node hypercube.
R is called the replication factor. For example, a replication factor R = 8 means that there
are 8 copies of the data space stored in memory. For a mesh of size 16 x 16, this would mean
that 8 groups of 32 nodes would have their own copies of the data.
Table 9 shows the effect of the data replication on the execution time and on the average
number of brick faults for different sizes of the memory available for data storage.
While there is a reduction in communication time by keeping all communication local to
a group of PEs which have a copy at the data set, there is an overhead in replicating the
data at the beginning of the computation, and a much larger overhead when the size of the
dynamic data storage falls below a certain limit.
When the amount of memory available for data storage in each PE is sufficient to accommodate both the data permanently stored there, and the working set of any brick, the
number of brick faults and the execution time on each PE are not significantly increased.
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Node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Size of the
working set
865
958
585
733
642
963
997
891
752
566

Size of the
intersection
549
492
534
484
604
604
725
659
432
474

Table 10: The average working set of a brick.
For C = 9 Mbytes or more, the number of brick faults is larger for larger values of the
replication factor R, mainly due to the fact that each PE has to bring initially more bricks
into its memory. When the amount of storage cannot accommodate the static and the
dynamic data storage, the average number of brick faults increases, causing a corresponding increase in execution time. This is visible in the cases of C = 8 Mbytes and C = 7
Mbytes in Table 9. From this latter case, it can be noticed that an additional number of
(370, 625-61, 467) brick faults increases the execution time by (6,181-2,197) seconds, which
means 77 brick faults/sec. A brick fault implies servicing of an interrupt and transferring 8
kbytes of data from one node to another, using the message passing mechanism. This is not
a constant, but an estimate, and may change in a certain measure with the size of the cube
used, the replication factor, the brick size, etc.

4.11

The locality of reference and the working set

The measurements reported below are for Problem C running on 64 nodes of the Gamma
system with a data storage of 11 Mbytes and a replication factor of 1.
Table 10 shows typical average sizes of the working sets and the corresponding average
sizes of the intersections of the working sets of two consecutive bricks, processed by several
nodes.
The average size of the working set is of about 800 bricks. The entire data space for this
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Brick
SIze
16 x 16 x 16

32

X

16

32

X

32 x 16

X

16

Number of grid points
processed per update
16
256
4,096
32
512
8,192
32
1,024
16,386

Execution
time
1,764
1,722
1,750
1,840
1,833
2,870
2,680
7,090
41,730

Number of brick
faults
5,845
5,386
4,678
4,904
4,128
51,108
22,526
86,690
565,771

Table 11: The effect of the frequency of updates.
problem has 1700 bricks and the data storage has 1341 frames available. The intersection of
the working set of two consecutive bricks processed by the same PE is in average 576 bricks.

4.12

The replacement algorithm

The replacement algorithm is very sensitive to the frequency of updates. The replacement
algorithm uses a Least-Recently-Used, LRU, strategy. Each brick frame has a reference
counter incremented every time a grid point within that frame is accessed. When the entire
dynamic data storage is filled up, the replacement algorithm attempts to locate a frame
with a zero reference counter and if none exists, searches for the frame with the lowest
reference counter. This reference counter is updated periodically (set to zero) for all frames.
All the measurements reported above update the reference counter after processing all the
grid points within a brick. Table 11 shows the effect of the frequency of updates upon the
execution time and upon the number of brick faults for three brick sizes.

4.13

Lookahead techniques for reducing the number of brick
faults

The experimental data shows that the number of brick faults affects the execution time.
For the DF S scheme, the brick faults are costly operations, and decreasing their number
even by a few hundreds for every node, reduces significantly the execution time. For the
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C
(MEM in
(Mbytes)
9
8
7
6

T

0.88
1
1.14
1.33

No lookahead
Time(s) Brick faults
2,187
6,849
2,459
9,156
7,626
35,438
-

-

Lookahead, d = 1
Time(s) Brick faults
2,148
5,285
2,275
6,840
7,490
34,520
> 43,000

Lookahead, d = 2
Time(s) Brick faults
2,106
4,682
2,231
6,360
7,436
34,026
> 37,000

Table 12: Execution times and numbers of brick faults for different values of C, and of the
lookahead degree d, in the case of the D F S scheme (32 PEs).

DAN and DS schemes, the brick faults affect considerably the execution time, only when
they are in the range of tens of thousands or more for each node, as will be further seen.
Both polling and interrupts are efficient ways of handling the brick requests, in the DAN
method. But a large numbers of brick faults occur only when the sizes of the working sets
of WAUs are larger than the size of the data storage.
For Problem C, the average working 'set size given by
WSaug

_ WS 1 +WS2 + ... +WSNb
Nb

-

is of about 800 bricks, where N b is the total number of bricks, each of size Sb. The maximum
working set size,
max {WSd = 1000 bricks.
iE{1,2,. ..,Nb}

This means that a data space of 8 Mbytes is needed to accommodate any of the working
sets, and no brick faults will occur during the processing of a brick, once its entire working
set is in memory.
Measurements have been carried out for Problem C, for both the DFS and the DAN
schemes, for d = 1, d = 2 and d = 3. The results for d = 1 and d = 2 are presented in Tables
12 and 13. For d = 3, no further improvement is obtained.
The number of brick faults grows exponentially with the value of the ratio
r

= ( l$s$N
max {WSi }
b

•

Sb)

/e

The execution time for the DFS scheme increases drastically for r > ~ = 1.14. For the
DAN scheme this threshold is higher, r = 1.6, due to the fact that the processing of a brick
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C

r

(Mbytes)
9
8
7
6
5

0.88
1
1.14
1.33
1.6

No lookahead
Faults
Time(s)
1,737
1,785
2,879
8,787
22,262

6,713
12,697
116,997
692,150
2,160,386

Lookahead, d = 1
Time(s)
Faults
1,872
1,926
3,262
9,888
23,889

5,682
11,756
119,210
705,594
2,171,601

Lookahead, d = 2
Time(s) Faults
1,873
1,896
2,281
4,240
12, 192

5,049
7,059
27,175
164,760
781,114

Table 13: Execution times and numbers of brick faults for different values of C, and of the
lookahead degree d, in the case of the DAN scheme (32 PEs).
fault in the DAN scheme is about 15 times faster than for the DFS scheme (roughly 5 brick
faults/additional second for DFS space, and 75 brick faults/additional second for DAN).
For r ~ 1, the overhead of the lookahead technique is not compensated by the reduction in
brick faults. This technique pays only for 1 < r ~ 1.6.
Other factors, like the brick size, or the frequency of updating the reference counters may
affect the lookahead scheme's performance. Also, an improvement of the update operation
may be sought - its randomness constitutes a 'noise' factor when used in combination with
the lookahead technique. Yet, so far, it is the best way found for approximating the LRU
replacement algorithm.
In conclusion, the lookahead technique is justified for the DAN scheme, when the problem
size is larger then the amount of available storage.

4.14

Work distribution

The objective of the work distribution policy is to balance the load and to minimize
the execution time for each processor. In the given context, this is also influenced by the
reduction of the number of brick faults of every PE.
An algorithm has been devised, which distributes the work to the processors before the
computation starts. Recall from Section 4.2 that the collection A of objects on which the
computation is performed, consists of two disjoints subsets Band C, A = B U C, B n C = O.
The points in B are those for which an intensive computation has to be carried out, while
practically no computation takes place for the points in C.
To distribute the work evenly among processors, a count of all the points in B is recorded
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(sec)
3,499

(sec)
3,384

t max

tmin

(sec)
3,427.62

t avg

sqrt (variance)
36.57

Table 14: The minimum, maximum and average node execution times for Problem C, with
11 Mbytes of memory for data storage and load balancing.
for all the bricks in the data space, when the processing program runs 'quickly' through
the first iteration on a new input data set. During this first iteration, no computation
is performed to avoid working on imbalanced loads. The execution time of this step is a
constant with respect to the number of PEs (only one PE is recording the counts) and
represents 5% of the execution time of the processing program on 16 nodes.
Subsequent iterations will make use of this record of counts to distribute the work to the
PEs: if Cl, C2, ••• ,CNb are the counts of grid points which require intensive computation for
each of the N b bricks in the data space, then each PE will process a number of consecutive
bricks, such that the sum of their counts is as close as possible to (CI + C2 +... + CNb ) / P.
For example, the first PE will be assigned bricks 1,2, ... ,i l if
CI

+ C2 + ... + Ckl

and i l is the index kl or kl

. {I +

mIll

Cl

C2

+... + Ckl

~

CI

+ C2 +...
+ CNb
P -

+ C2 +... + Ckl + Ckl +1

+ 1, whichever yields the minimum in
CI + C2 +... + CN
P
, Cl + C2 +... + Ck + Ck +1 b

-

~ CI

II

1

1

CI

+ C2 +P... + CNb

The same strategy is applied when distributing the bricks to be stored by each PE in the
DAN scheme, achieving in this way a more uniform distribution of the brick requests over
the PEs, based on the idea that the bricks having more computationally intensive points
(points in B), will be needed more in the working sets of the bricks being processed. Storing
bricks does not apply to the D F S scheme, but both use the workload balancing strategy
presented above.
As an example, for Problem C, the execution times when using 16 nodes and 11 Mbytes
of memory for data storage, yield the results in Table 14. The corresponding values for the
same case, but without the load balancing presented above, are presented in Table 15.
A different type of load balancing has been experimented [Mar92]. As opposed to the
static load balancing seen before, a dynamic load balancing algorithm has been used, where
the work is assigned to all the PEs by a dispatcher PE (doing also some work itself), while
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I}

(sec)
2,125

tmin

(sec)
3,892

t max

(sec)
3,493.54

t avg

sqrt (variance)
1,297.23

Table 15: The minimum, maximum, and average node execution times for Problem C, with
11 Mbytes of memory for data storage, without load balancing.
the computation was being carried out. A mixed mode has also been devised, in which the
PEs were assigned an initial static load, representing a fraction of all the work for each PE,
and when this was accomplished, the dynamic work allocation algorithm was taking over
the task of distributing the bricks for processing. None of these techniques proved superior
to the static type load balancing described above.
A second goal of the work allocation strategy is to minimize the number of brick faults.
Initially, the processing of the bricks was being done in the order of their coordinates (ibrick,
jbrick, kbrick) in the 3-D brick space, in which ibrick was varying faster than jbrick and
jbrick faster then kbrick, from their respective minimum values (1) to their maximum values.
For example, assuming a set of 3 x 2 x 1 bricks, representable in plane, (see Figure 3) the
processing order was (1,1,1) (2,1,1), (3,1,1), (1,2,1), (2,2,1), (3,2,1). The jump from (3,1,1)
to (1,2,1) is a discontinuity point in the processing, since due to the locality of the reference,
the working set of brick (3,1,1) is very unlikely to have many bricks in common with the
working set of brick (1,2,1). This translates into an increased number of brick faults each
time such a point of discontinuity is reached. To improve the processing order, a minimumfold algorithm has been implemented to consider the bricks without performing such jumps.
For the example above, the ordering would be (1,1,1), (2,1,1), (3,1,1), (3,2,1), (2,2,1), (1,2,1).
If there were a second plane on the k axis, the next processed brick would be (1,2,2).
(1,2,1)
(1,1,1)

(2,2,1)
(2,1,1)

(3,2,1)
(3,1,1)

Figure 3. A brick space of size 3 x 2 x 1
Our measurements show that this algorithm leads to a reduction in brick faults of about
10%. This value depends, of course, on the size of the brick space, on the brick size and on
the locality of reference which is an inherent characteristic of the problem. For the D F S
scheme, this has also meant a corresponding reduction in the execution time, but for the
DAN scheme, where brick faults are processed faster, using the interrupt and the inter-node
communication mechanisms, no significant reduction in processing time has been achieved.
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4.15

Final remarks

Several data management schemes were examined for three different cases, called Problem
A, Problem B and Problem C.
The data distribution across nodes, the DAN scheme, proved to be the most efficient.
Two variants, one based on the interrupt mechanism for servicing brick request, the other
using polling to check whether any other PE needs data stored in one PE's memory are
implemented. The performance of the two schemes is comparable, yet the usage of the
interrupt mechanism is to be preferred, because polling needs to be 'tuned', according to a
given problem's parameters (complexity, brick size, frequency of updating for the reference
counters, etc.).
The DS scheme is less performant than any DAN scheme. The gain due to the fact
that working nodes do not service interrupts any more, does not compensate the loss of
computational power - the data server nodes do not perform computation any more. Also,
if a small number of data servers is used, hot-spot contention may occur when several PEs
need data stored by the same data server.
The DF S scheme is the least performant among the techniques discussed herein. It
may become competitive only if the problem size is large and the data space cannot be
distributed for storage across the nodes. The I/O throughput constitutes a bottleneck, and
a larger number of I/O nodes would improve significantly the performance.
The influence of other factors upon the program's performance was studied. The brick
size affects the number in brick faults, yet has little impact on the execution time, because
the interrupt mechanism is very efficient. Data replication when storing the bricks across the
nodes has little influence over the execution time when enough memory space is available
to accommodate the brick working sets. On one side, the communication between any
pair of nodes of a larger sub-cube (or sub-mesh) takes insignificantly longer time than the
communication between two nodes of a smaller subcube (sub-mesh), and, on the other side,
the interrupt mechanism is efficient. The size of the data storage affects the execution time
when it is less than the memory space necessary to accommodate the largest working set of
bricks. This effect was simulated by decreasing gradually the amount of memory allocated
to data storage.
A lookahead technique for reducing the number of brick faults was designed. This was
possible due to the iterative nature of the computation: during the first iteration, the working
set of each brick is recorded, and during the subsequent iterations, this information is used
to reduce the number of the faults. This works best when the data storage is rather small.
The most interesting case for practical purposes, is that of the DAN scheme. Based
on the experimental data, an empirical expression for the execution time of one iteration
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in terms of the problem size, the number of PEs used, the ratio of the size of the memory
available for data storage, and the the average size of the working set, may be derived.
Considering the execution times and the problem size factors for the three problems A, B
and C, when using 8, 16, 32 or 64 nodes on the hypercube, and C = 11 Mbytes of memory,
the relationship 'execution time-problem size factor' can be approximated as being linear.
The least squares method of approximation yields the results depicted in Figure 4.
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(sec x 1000)
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Figure 4. Least squares approximations for texec(f) in the case of the DAN scheme, when
using 8, 16, 32 and 64 nodes of the hypercube and C = 11 Mbytes of memory for data
storage, for f in the range [2,8].
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The equations for ds, d16 , d32 and d64 are
ds:
d16 :
d32 :

d64 :

(texec

in sec x 1000):

t exec = 0.91 - 0.74
t exec
0.491 - 0.57
t exec
0.291 - 0.36
t exec = 0.1471 - 0.05

=
=

The slopes of the linear functions are approximately in inverse ratio with the relative
speedup, and are also a measure of the problem's scalability. It can be noticed that the
problems considered scale well when using up to 128 PEs. For 256 PEs, the overhead
involved is comparable to the 'useful' computation, and it may be expected that for a larger
number of PEs, the reduction in execution time will only be modest.
The formulas derived for ds, d 16 , d32 and d64 provde a good approximation of the execution
time for a range of lover which the problems are scalable, 1 E [2,16].
Assuming a hyperbolic variation of the coefficients of the linear functions determined
above, in terms of the number P of PEs (a linear variation is not reasonable in this case the coefficients are approximately in inverse ratio with the number of PEs), a unique formula
may be obtained, which also depends on the number P of PEs used:
t exec

= 8.431P-

7.44 (

sec

X

)
1000 .

While less accurate then the previous formulas, this one allows an estimation of the
execution time for a wider range of 1 and P, a reasonable domain being (I, P) E [2,16] x
[4,128]. The maximum expected errors for the given domains are of 16%.
Similarly, the least squares approximation method yields the following equations for the
computations done on the Touchstone Delta mesh:

d64 :
d12S :
d256 :

t exec = 0.145
t exec
0.067
t exec = 0.028

=

1 - 0.17
1 - 0.054
1 - 0.103

(sec

X 1000)

As d64 for the mesh has a smaller value of the free term than d64 for the hypercube, the
execution times on the mesh will be somewhat shorter than on the hypercube (with 120
seconds on the average). This is due to the fact that the communication is faster on the
Delta than that on the hypercube, result also confirmed by [Dun 92].
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1 1.14
1 1.61

r

k

1.33
4.88

1.6
12.38

Table 16: The correction factor for the execution time for r

~

1.

Assuming again the hyperbolic variation of the coefficients with P, the following formula
is obtained:
8.34f - 14.46
t exec

=

p

.

The free term in the mesh case is larger in absolute value than that obtained in the hypercube
case, which, again, translates in a shorter execution time on the mesh, for the same number
of PEs, than on the hypercube.
The formulas for t max = cp(f, P) determined above, hold for values of the ratio r, defined
in Section 4.13, of at most 1 (r ~ 1). For values of r larger than 1, a correction must be
applied to these formulas. Based on the data presented in Table 13, and comparing the
execution times for different values of r, r ~ 1, with the execution time given by
t exec

=

8.43f - 7.44

P

,

the values of the correction factor k in terms of r are given in Table 16.
While an exponential behavior is suggested, an exact formula at the points in Table 14
may be determined by cubic interpolation:

k(r)

= -21.22r + 112.65r
3

2

-

164.27r + 73.84.

The execution time when using P PEs for a problem size factor f, and ratio r of the size
of the largest working set and that of the memory available for data storage, is given in the
hypercube case, by
_

t exec

-

{

8.43/-7.44

for r E (0,1]

8.43~7.44 • k(r) for r

E (1,1.6] (sec x 1000)

where (f, P) E [2,16] x [4,128].
Such estimations are useful when a new problem is to be solved, they allow a fairly
realistic estimation of the computing time.
Two problems considerably larger than the ones presented so far are now considered,
Problem D with a scale factor fD = 36.14 and Problem E with fE = 24.12. Table 17
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f

test
exec

t exec

24.12
36.14

(sec)
11,200
17,080

(sec)
9,874
15,505

error
(%)
13%
10%

Table 17: The problem size factors (J), the estimated execution times, the real execution
times, and the errors in evaluating the execution times when using 16 nodes of the Intel
iPSe /860 hypercube.

Number of PEs
Execution time(s)
Brick faults
Relative speedup

16
15,505
233,939
1.00

32
7,855
118,996
1.95

64
3,930
43,064
3.89

Table 18: Execution times, average numbers of brick faults, and relative speedups for Problem D, when using the Gamma system (11 Mbytes available per node).
summarizes the predicted execution time and the actual one and shows that our prediction
over estimates the execution time by 10 to 13%.
Problem D has a data space of 512 x 144 x 464 grid points. More than half of the
grid points, 18,072,051 versus 34,209,752, are computationally intensive. Table 18 shows the
relative speedup and the number of brick faults for different sizes of the partition of the
Gamma system and Table 19 reports the similar results for different partition sizes on the
Delta.
The speedups for larger numbers of PEs are lower than expected, due to the large overhead for loading the program on hundreds of processors. The execution time versus the
number of PEs for the two sets of data combined, is presented in Figure 5. The linear
dependency between the two coordinates in this log-log graph, indicates a polynomial dependency of the execution time on the number of processors.
Figure 6 presents the number of brick faults vs. the number of PEs, also for the two
combined data sets. As expected, the number of brick faults decreases as more processors
are used, due on one side to the fact that a smaller amount of data is processed by each PE,
and on the other, to the fact that a larger dynamic storage is then available. These results
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Number of PEs
Execution time(s)
Brick faults
Relative speedup

64
3,783
46,630
1.00

128
1,975
23,707
1.92

192
1,374
16,026
2.75

256
1,118
12,199
3.38

320
943
9,904
4.01

384
830
8,369
4.56

448
780
7,268
4.85

512
744
6,456
5.08

Table 19: Execution times, average numbers of brick faults, and relative speedups for Problem D, when using the Intel Touchstone Delta mesh (C = 10 Mbytes).
show that the problems under study, even when of larger size, are scalable and that their
nature makes them best suited for distributed memory MIMD parallel machines.
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Figure 5. The execution times vs. the number of PEs for Problem D, when using 16 to 64
PEs on the Gamma system, (solid line) and 64 to 512 PEs on the Touchstone Delta mesh,
(dotted line).
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Figure 6. The number of brick faults vs. the number of PEs for Problem D, when using 16
to 64 PEs on the Gamma system, (solid line) and 64 to 512 PEs on the Touchstone Delta
mesh, (dotted line).
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5

Conclusions

The architecture of massively parallel systems will probably be driven in the future by
applications which handle Gbytes to Tbytes of data.
Even if the amount of local memory will increase 16 fold (e.g., by using 64 Mbit memory
chips instead of 4 Mbit memory chips) to 256 or 512 Mbytes per PE, the new architectures
will have to accommodate applications which need a large data space shared among hundreds,
possibly thousands of PEs.
One possible solution is to support a shared virtual I/O memory. But the I/O bandwidth
of future systems has to increase dramatically to support virtual I/O memory. In addition
to data and control networks (like the CM5 system) the future MPPs will probably have
I/O networks and intelligent I/O nodes capable to control the access to shared data.
Another possible solution is to provide a globally shared address space for the entire
system. This will probably increase dramatically the cost of such systems and will limit the
maximum number of PEs in a system. Another possible adverse effect is that the shared
memory view will encourage a sloppy data management style and most applications will run
inefficiently. The access control mechanisms for shared data will add to the inefficiency of
such programs.
A third solution is based upon a hierarchical approach with PEs connected in clusters
with a very fast interconnection network. All PEs in a cluster will share a common address
space. Clusters will be connected through a slower network and data will be exchanged
among clusters using message passing.
Yet another alternative is to provide primitives for sharing data rather than solutions.
These primitives should allow a user program to distribute the data according to the computational algorithm and then to set up association tables allowing the use program to locate
and set controlled access to any DAU. Such an open ended design would be embedded into
the hierarchical approach discussed above.
The application discussed in §4 outlines the advantages of a user controlled data management scheme namely:
1. One may apply compression techniques to reduce the size of the data space as opposed
to having a very large shared address space.
2. One may define a DAU of size and geometry adequate for the problem at hand, rather
than be forced into fixed size pages.
3. There are many cases of iterative computation when one could determine the working
set of a WAU during the first iterations and use it for later iterations.
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(a) Using a lookahead mechanism to reduce the number of WAU faults.
(b) Using anticipatory techniques to fetch the working set of D, before the actual
processing for D, starts, reduces the number of DAU faults and the execution time.
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Glossary of Terms and Notations
C

computation which transforms the set A of physical objects subjected
to the computational process into A'
- geometrical information associated with a grid point in the 3-D grid G
binary indicator which partitions the set A into two disjoint subsets B
and C
the average number of DAU faults per PE for the entire computation
II
cycle
physical information associated with a grid point in the 3-D grid G
Pi
- improved value of the physical information Pi, after the computation C
pi
collection of physical objects subjected to a computational process
A
the transform of the set A of physical objects, by the computation C
A'
subset
of the set A of physical objects, leading to intensive
B
computations
the size, in bytes, of a brick in the data space
B
the transform of the set B of physical objects, by the computation C
B'
subset of the set A of physical objects not leading to intensive
C
computations
the size of the data storage in a node
C
C'
the transform of the set C of physical objects, by the computation C
the size of the data storage available on a data server in the case of the
CDS
DS data management scheme
the size of the data storage available for the working set of a DAU
Cdynamic
the size of the static data storage used as a repository for the data space
Cstatic
the size of the data space
D
acronym for the data management scheme using a three level storage:
DAN
the Disk File System, the static data storage, and the dynamic data
storage
DAU
the smallest subset of the data space that is manipulated, read, or
written by a PE
the set of actions taken in order to bring into the local memory a DAU
DAU fault
that contains the data record associated with a grid point needed, but
not found locally by the computation process
DAU frame - the data storage memory necessary for storing a data allocation unit
consisting of SDAU bytes
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DFS

DMIMD system
DS

-

-

MIMD system
NB

N proc
N x , Ny, N z
P
Pc

R
S
SOAU

Sp
SP,Q

disk file system which allows concurrent access of all the PEs to any file
in it; also, an acronym for the data management scheme which consists
of a two level storage, the Disk File System and the data storage
distributed memory MIMD system
acronym for the data management scheme in which a number of dedicated nodes act as Data Servers
one of the N OAU DAUs in the data space
3-D grid with N g points (nodes)
the amount of memory available for the user's program and data, in
each node
multiple instruction, multiple data system
the number of 3-D volumes - bricks - in the data space consisting of
n x x n y x n z grid points
the number of DAUs in the data space
the number of DAU frames in the data storage
the number of DAU frames used as a permanent (as long as the program
is running) repository of a subset of the data space
the number of DAU frames used for (dynamically) storing the data necessary for a DAU
total number of bricks in the data space
the total number of DAU faults for the entire computation cycle
the total number of grid points considered
number of grid points within B, the computationally intensive subset
of the set A of physical objects
the number of DAUs to be processed by a PE
number of bricks in the data space on each axis
the number of PEs which perform computation
the number of PEs which perform computation in the case of the DS
data management scheme
the number of dedicated nodes which act as Data Servers in the case
of the DS data management scheme
the replication factor
group of transformations of the data storage
the size, in bytes, of a DAU consisting of nOAU grid points
the size of the user's program in a node
the speedup obtained when using Q processing elements, with respect
to the case in which only P processing elements are used (Q > P)
the size, in bytes, of each of the N b bricks in the data space
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one element in the group of transformations of the data space
the average disk access time per DAU
execution time of the program when using P processing elements (nodes
of the hypercube or mesh)
the increase in the processing time of a PE, due to fetching DAUs into
the PE's data storage
the increase in the processing time of a PE, due to the servicing of DAU
requests
the time needed to fetch from the Disk File System, d DAUs into aPE's
data storage
the processing time for DAU Di
the processing time of DAUi when nf faults occur
the processing time of DAUi when the entire working set of it is present
in the data storage
the working set of DAU D i - the set of all DAUs needed to process DAU

Textra

Til
extra

Di

a~I

aspect ratio
basic unit

bij
brick

bx , by, bz
Ci

d

-

the dispatchable unit of work - the computation associated with a DAU
the average size of the working sets of all the DAUs in the data space
the number of DAUs needed for processing DAU Di
the amount of work associated with DAU Di
one object in the collection of physical objects subjected to a computational process
the transform of the object ai by the computation C
the ratio of the total number of computational nodes (PEs) to the
number of I/O nodes
subdivision of the physical object under study, having the property that
the data associated with it, replicated a number of times, constitutes
the data space (omitting the geometrical information)
indicator of whether DAUi is in the working set of DAUj
synonym for DAU, used in the references to the case study
the dimensions, in grid points, of a brick
the count of the computationally intensive points in the brick i of the
Nb bricks in the data space
the degree of the lookahead, when the lookahead technique is used to
reduce the number of DAU faults; it represents the number of bits used
in the weighted integer indicators Sj,l
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data fetching policy
data replacement policy
data replication

data space
data storage

f
9

k(r)

m
nDAU

nf
ni
non-crystallographic redundancy

p
r

the nUPlber of DAUs stored permanently by each
PE in the case of the DAN data management
scheme
the straight line which is the least squares fit for
the graphical representation of the execution time
of the program in terms of the problem's size factor, when using 2n PEs
strategy which determines the way in which the
DAUs are brought into a PE's data storage
strategy which determines the way in which the
DAU frames are used
storing multiple copies of the data space in the
data storage of each group of several groups of
PEs, each consisting of the same number of PEs
the set of all data necessary for the parallel
computation
the memory available in each PE's memory space
for storing data
the size factor of the problem under study
the amount of information, in bytes, associated
with a grid point
correction factor for the execution time, when the
ratio r between the maximum size of a working
set, in bytes, and the size of a PE's data storage,
is larger than 1
the non-crystallographic redundancy
the number of grid points in a DAU
number of DAU faults
the number of grid points in DAU Di
- the numbr of non-crystallographic asymmetric
units in a crystallographic asymmetric unit
numbers of grid points considered on the x, y, and
z axes
the average number of grid points required for processing a single grid point in the DAUi
the ratio: maximum size of a working set of a
brick in the data space, to the size of the PE's
data storage
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reference counter

replication factor

Si,l

t node
ab
t disk
com

t node
com
t disk
da
t exec

degree of the lookahead

disk
t pq

t node
pq

counter associated with every brick (DAU) frame;
initially it is 0, but then it is incremented each
time a grid point within the brick (DAU) stored
in the frame, is accessed by the computation program; periodically, all the reference counters are
reset to 0
the number R of groups of PEs, each consisting
of P /R elements, and storing one separate copy of
the data space
weighted integer indicator for the presence of DAUi
in the working sets of DAUs DAUl, DAUl+b ... ,
DAUl+d-l
- the time to fetch a DAU
the access time per block of data stored by the
Disk File System
the PE access time per DAU fetch operation
the communication time per block of data stored
by the Disk File System, including all queueing
delays for both the request and the response for a
three level "memory hierarchy
the communication time including all queueing
delays for both the request and the response
the time for the disk access at the I/O node
the execution time of the computational program
- the number of bits used in the weighted integer indicators Si,l when the lookahead technique is used
to reduce the number of DAU faults
the average time needed to map a grid point - to
find where the information associated with it is
stored in the local data storage
the average time to locate an available frame and
other overhead associated with a DAU fault
the actual processing time needed by a PE to service a DAU request
the request processing and queueing time at the
I/O node
the request processing time, the queueing time
and the waiting time at the node where the DAU
is stored 48

t proc
diak
t rr

node
t rr

twait

update operation

work allocation policy

the actual processing time for a message request,
when it is present in the PE's message queue
the time spent by the node requesting the data
from the disk to process and to send the request,
then to process the response
the time spent by the PE which needs data from
the disk, to send the request and to process the
response
the waiting time when processing a message request, and it is present in the PE's message queue
the total queueing and/or waiting time needed by
a PE to service a DAU request
the operation of resetting to 0 the reference counters of the DAU (brick) frames in the dynamic data
storage
strategy which determines the way in which the
WAUs are assigned for processing to the individual
PEs of a partition
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